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Nightfall is the first book in The Return trilogy and the fifth book in the The Vampire Diaries novel series.
The book was published in , seventeen years after the previous installment, Dark Reunion. When Elena
sacrificed herself to save the two vampire brothers who love her â€” the handsome, brooding Stefan and the
sleek and dangerous Damon â€” she was consigned to a fate beyond death. Until a powerful supernatural force
pulled her back. Now Elena is not just human. She has powers and gifts that were bestowed on her in the
afterlife. Stefan wants to find a way to keep Elena safe so that they can make a life together. Damon, however,
is driven by an insatiable desire for power, and wants Elena to rule as his princess. Plot One week after Elena
Gilbert has come back from the dead, she is in a childlike state, unable to read and almost completely unable
to speak. Her understanding is impaired but not completely absent. Damon believes the mirror-Caroline to be
a supernatural evil force that is playing some sort of trick on Caroline. He feels a sharp puncture on his neck
while he watches, which surprises him because mosquitoes do not bite vampires. After the mirror-Caroline
goes away, Damon persuades Caroline to let him into her bedroom. He is about to bite her when he realizes
that he is being influenced to do so by something, probably the supernatural evil force creating the
mirror-Caroline. He rejects it and leaves. He does not have sex with them because, as a vampire, he is
impotent. Vampires only enjoy bloodlust and its satisfaction. Damon visits Stefan and Elena, beats up Stefan
and drinks his blood, and demands the return of the leather jacket he gave Elena. Suspicious of Caroline, who
claims to have been raped by Klaus, Meredith and Bonnie require her to sign a blood oath that she will not
hurt Elena, and they threaten to tell her future sorority sisters if she betrays Elena or Stefan. A crow appears
and vomits blood on the paper they all sign. The blood-vomit is in gothic script and reads: Flowers, Elena is
floating in a lotus position and exuding sheer goodness. Elena does not recognize any of them. Meredith
explains that Elena is behaving like a prairie dog, as prairie dogs kiss one another when they meet to recognize
one another. Caroline rejects this explanation. Bonnie thinks Elena is pure and therefore cannot be a pervert
the way Caroline thinks. Elena kisses Meredith and Bonnie. Caroline, who is increasingly upset, says Stefan
likes to watch girls kissing. Stefan uses his Powers to eject Caroline from the room. The others say negative
things about Caroline, who overhears and reenters. Caroline starts to use Black Magic to attack the others, but
Elena drives back the darkness with her White Power. She develops wings that glow, but then they disappear.
Meanwhile, Damon seduces a woman named Damaris, who he does not like, and drinks her blood. When he
leaves her, he may have turned her into a vampire. Bonnie and Meredith have a sleepover together. In the
middle of the night, Bonnie gets up and, in trance, starts to channel an entity speaking backward English.
Meredith transcribes the recording. It warns that Elena will have an Awakening that they should be prepared
for. Bonnie is upset by the proposed departure. As Bonnie, Meredith, and Matt drive home from the boarding
house, they are surrounded and attacked by ambulatory trees, which poison the three humans with their sap.
Bonnie uses her psychic powers to call to Damon for help, but even though he is nearby, he does not respond
at first. When he does respond, he decides to save the nearly-dead Bonnie. Returning to the boarding house
with her, he nearly runs into Stefan, who is driving with the floating Elena tethered to his car like a balloon.
Stefan volunteers to save Meredith and Matt while Damon cares for Bonnie. Damon rescues Bonnie by
partially undressing her, floating her in a bath of warm water, and then feeding her his blood. Finding that he
did not do so, she and the others relent. Bonnie, however, wakes up and accuses Damon of watching while the
trees attempted to kill them all. Damon then discovers the presence of another person, Shinichi, who seems to
have supernatural powers. The next morning, Elena wakes up able to speak. She and Stefan engage in kissing
and possibly sexual intercourse. Then Stefan buys her a Jaguar. She and Stefan then go for a celebration picnic
with Bonnie, Meredith, and Matt. During the picnic, Matt tells them that the fifteen-year-old Tami Bryce
kissed him and rubbed up against him, and that he cannot understand why. Elena tells the others that she saw a
tentacled monster inside Damon the day before. She says that when Damon ignored Bonnie, he was being
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influenced by a supernatural evil termed a malach. Meanwhile, Shinichi, now identified as a kitsune, and
Damon are watching unseen. Shinichi puts Damon in a trance and encourages the malach inside Damon to
grow larger and stronger. Damon tells Stefan that there is a website referring to an organization, the Shi no
Shi, that can turn vampires to humans. Stefan is suspicious but agrees to visit Damon in the woods at a
particular time to learn more about it. He leaves a note on the computer for Elena and sneaks off while she
sleeps. Damon changes the note to read that Stefan has decided to leave Elena for her own good. Elena wakes
and believes that she has been abandoned by Stefan. She decides to find Stefan with the help of her friends.
Meanwhile, Matt is attacked by malachs on the way back from the boarding house. The next day, Matt returns
to the boarding house, where Mrs. Matt has two unexplained punctures on his neck, which everyone
dismisses. The sheriff calls the boarding house to warn Matt that he is a suspect for the removal of stop signs
from intersections. Matt denies the charge. Meredith and Bonnie set out to visit Caroline to see if she is
malach-infested. The possessed Caroline, or some other force, grabs their ankles. Bonnie calls Damon to help.
Damon arrives, frees Bonnie and Meredith, kisses Bonnie, and leaves. Matt and Elena visit Tami, who has
super-glued a homemade stripper outfit onto herself. She makes sexual overtures to Matt, who is horrified.
Matt and Elena then head toward the Old Wood for further investigations, while Bonnie and Meredith head to
the house of a friend Isobel Saitou. Isobel has mutilated herself, and Dr. Alpert thinks she should go to the
hospital. All set out, but Meredith and Bonnie leave to find Mrs. In the Old Wood, Matt and Elena encounter
Damon, who orders them to kiss and then have sex while he films them with a video camera. Elena at first
tries to cooperate, but Matt objects and is tortured by Damon. Elena decides that Damon is not acting like
himself. She attempts to rescue Matt by persuading Damon to drive away. However, she leaps out of the
speeding car, hoping to make her way on foot to a nearby house. She is badly injured by her jump, however,
and she cannot find the house because she is caught in a snowglobe trap designed by Shinichi. Damon
suddenly comes to himself with vague memories of hurting Elena. He finds Shinichi and threatens to torture
him. Damon creates a door to whatever room he finds necessary to heal Elena. The kitsunes are the ones
behind the malach, the ambulatory trees, and the sexually precocious and self-mutilating girls. When Damon
chases her to this place, Elena finds within herself a power she identifies as Wings of Redemption.
Rainbow-colored wings open on her back and enfold her and Damon, who screams as he is redeemed from all
his sins. He also forgets everything, so Elena opens up her violet-blue Wings of Remembrance, which allow
him to remember. Elena then opens up her white Wings of Purification. Still with the wings open, she causes
Damon to lie face-down on her lap and uses her fingernails to pull the malach out of his spine. Damon stands
up and stomps on the malach to kill it. Damon and Elena then concoct a plan to defeat Shinichi and Misao.
First, however, Elena makes a side trip to visit Stefan, who is imprisoned in a dungeon in a hell dimension.
She makes him drink her blood to regain some of her strength. Meanwhile, Matt has regained consciousness.
Tracking Elena, he ends up at the house she was trying to reach.
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children and young adults, and has enjoyed writing every one of them.

Midnight The Vampire Diaries: The Return 3 Author: What am I terrified of, you ask? But to understand, you
have to know a few facts. Have you ever heard the phrase "Al bets are off"? It means that anything, anything,
can happen. So that even somebody who figures out odds and takes bets from people gives them back their
money. Because a wild card has entered the situation. Al bets are off. You can see how shaky even my
printing is. Suppose my hands shake like this when I go in to see him? I might drop the tray. I might annoy
Damon. And then anything might happen. Damon and Meredith and Bonnie and me. Stefan was tricked into
going there by Shinichi and Misao, the brother and sister kitsune, or evil fox-spirits, who told him that if he
went to the Dark Dimension he could get the curse of being a vampire removed and become human again. All
they did was leave him in a stinking prison, with no food, no light, no warmth But Damon - who was so
different back then - agreed to lead us to try to find him. But - he was a skeleton, poor boy. We carried him out
of the prison on his pallet, which later Matt burned; it was so infested with creepy-crawlies. But that night we
gave him a bath and put him to bed Yes, with our blood. All the humans did it except Mrs. Flowers, who was
busy making poultices for where his poor bones were almost sticking out of his skin. They had starved him to
that point! I could kill Them with my own hands - or my Wings Powers - if only I could use them properly. I
know there is a spell for Wings of Destruction, but I have no idea how to summon it. At least I got to see how
Stefan blossomed when being fed with human blood. And so Stefan recovered enough that the next morning
he was able to walk downstairs to thank Mrs. Flowers for her potions! The rest of us, though - all the humans were totally exhausted. He was so beautiful! I never knew a kitsune could be kind. But he had given Stefan
these flowers. Anyway, that morning Damon was up. That was the way he was back then. And who has
laughed with you with his eyes dancing with mischief? Someone you only had to glance at to know what he
was thinking? Someone who has protected you, no matter what the cost to himself, for days on end? He was
the only one who saw the bouquet. And one of the things Damon definitely is, is curious. So he unwrapped all
the magical wards from it and it had a single pitch-black rose in the center. Damon has been trying to find a
black rose for years, just to admire it, I think. But when he saw this one he smelled it Humans have to breathe
that way, you see. The black rose had been for Stefan; and it would have given him his dream of being human
again. But when Damon realized it had worked its magic on him I know he loved me just days ago. Even Sage
disappeared before Damon could ask him. So Damon is stuck like this until he finds some strong, powerful,
and prestigious vampire to go through the whole process of changing him. In a minute, I have to go take him
his dinner. He must be starving, but when Matt tried to take him something earlier today, Damon threw the
whole tray at him. Every day more children become possessed and terrify their parents. Every day, parents get
angrier with their possessed children. We have the Saitou family to help us. You remember Isobel Saitou, who
pierced herself so horribly while she was possessed? Saitou, and her grandmother, Obaasan, too. They give us
amulets - spells to keep evil away, written on Post-it Notes or little cards. Someday maybe we can repay them
all. Elena Gilbert put down the pen reluctantly. Shutting her diary meant having to face the things she had
been writing about. Somehow, though, she managed to make herself walk downstairs to the kitchen and take
the dinner tray from Mrs. Flowers, who smiled encouragingly at her. Since there was no access to the storage
room from inside, anyone who wanted to see Damon had to go out the front door and around to the addition
tacked on near the kitchen garden. She hesitated at the storage room door. She was stil trembling, and she
knew that was not the right way to face Damon. Just relax, she told herself. That this closeness was al he asked
of life. And Elena had cried. On the other hand, she knew that Damon had no intention of remaining as he now
was. He might do anything, risk anything Matt had frowned and asked, if the rose could change a vampire to a
human, could a star bal change a human to a vampire? Elena could practical y hear his logic. Matt might be
total y off track The Gateway was closed right now After al , she was one of the two foxes who had abandoned
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Stefan to be tortured. So all bets were off. Elena had been standing at the door so long that her knees were
starting to lock. She took a deep breath and knocked. There was no answer, and no light went on inside. It was
quite dark outside now. It came out a whisper. He had to be in there. Final y, she tried the knob. To her horror
it was unlocked, and it swung open to reveal an interior as dark as the night around Elena, like the maw of a
pit. You should be able to smel the coffee. Al right, she thought. Start with baby steps. A strong arm came out
of the darkness and locked in an iron grip around her waist, and a knife pressed against her throat. Elena saw
blackness shot with a sudden gray network, after which the dark closed in overwhelmingly. But now she
recognized the grip, she recognized the scent, and she understood the reason for the knife. And she was glad
that she did, because she was about as proud of fainting as Sage would have been of doing it. To show him
that she was no threat. Elena felt an inner shiver - but not of fear. No, it was more as if her insides were
melting. The knife stopped pressing into her flesh, although the sharp, stinging feeling at her throat was quite
enough to remind her that Damon would have it ready. There was a click, and suddenly the room was too
bright. Slowly, Elena turned to look at Damon. And even now, even when he was pale and rumpled and
haggard from not eating, he was so gorgeous that her heart seemed to plummet into darkness.
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3: The Return: Nightfall | The Vampire Diaries Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Midnight (The Vampire Diaries: The Return, #3) With the help of charming and devious Damon, Elena rescued her
vampire love, Stefan, from the depths of the Dark Dimension. But neither brother returned unscathed.

The POV swings in this book were utterly confusing and tiring, the plot was a pile of shit and the descriptions
were fucking stupid. You could really tell L. It was just tiring reading this book. The love square is truly
ridiculous: Why not just have it going all the way around and have Bonnie and Stefan fall in love? Then there
could be foursomes every other weekend. Also, did I mention Elena killed her parents? Why the fuck did I
read any of these books then? Except, of course, now Damon is dead. Oh, and Elena is probably going to be
immortal because she has some magic water in an Evian bottle. I fucking hate Bonnie. Also, apparently
Meredith is part vampire! She has kitten teeth! And she has a twin brother who is a vampire and can age and
that! This so does not fuck with her story in the previous books. Also, another cliffhanger, Meredith declaring
she has to find and kill her brother. Stefan is a dick. What the fuck was the point in him becoming a human in
the last book? There was no point. Shinichi died by saying something. What was his purpose? Who was his
father? Do I actually even care? The wolf shit was fucking stupid. A pack of wolves just completely accepting
a DOG as their new alpha male without so much as a fight? Also, someone pregnant with werewolf babies is
now going to be a werewolf for the rest of their life?
4: The Vampire Diaries read online free by L.J. Smith
The Return: Midnight is the seventh book in L.J. Smith's New York Times bestselling Vampire Diaries series. Elena
Gilbert is back from the Dark Dimension, having successfully freed her vampire boyfriend Stefan Salvatore from
imprisonment.

5: The Return: Midnight (The Vampire Diaries #3) read online free by L.J. Smith
But he wants to be as powerful a vampire as he used to be - and there isn't anyone like that to exchange blood with him.
Even Sage disappeared before Damon could ask him. So Damon is stuck like this until he finds some strong, powerful,
and prestigious vampire to go through the whole process of changing him.

6: The Vampire Diaries (novel series) - Wikipedia
Vampire diaries 05_the return 1_the www.enganchecubano.com download at 2shared. Click on document Vampire
diaries 05_the return 1_the www.enganchecubano.com to start downloading. 2shared - Online file upload - unlimited
free web space.

7: Watch The Vampire Diaries Season 2 p MovieFull-HD
Midnight is the third and final book in trilogy and the seventh book in the The Vampire Diaries novel series. It was
released March 15, It was released March 15, It is also the final book in The Vampire Diaries written by L. J. Smith
because Alloy Entertainment fired her.

8: The Return: Midnight | The Vampire Diaries Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
L. J. Smith has written a number of bestselling books and series for young adults, including The Vampire Diaries (now a
hit TV show), The Secret Circle, The Forbidden Game, Night World, and the #1 New York Times bestselling Dark
Visions.
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9: The Vampire Diaries: The Return: Midnight by L.J. Smith
The Vampire Diaries is a young adult vampire horror series of novels written by L. J. Smith. The story centers around
Elena Gilbert, a high school girl torn between two vampire brothers. The series was originally a trilogy published in , but
pressure from readers led Smith to write a fourth volume, Dark Reunion, which was released the.
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